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Abstract
The frequency of an accidents occurrence is a key aspee! to take into consideration in the field of risk
assessment. Aspects such as the human factor, which is a majar cause of undesired events in process
industries, are usually not considered explicitly in the frequency estimation, mainly due to the uncertainty and
complexity associated to them. Failure frequencies are modified by a fuzzy modifier that has been developed
in arder to introduce the human factor in their estimation. The model includes variables such as Organizational
Factors, Job Characteristics Factor and Personal Characteristics Factor. Applying this methodology, new
values of frequencies have been obtained. To develop the fuzzy modifier the opinion of experts has been
taken into account through the completion of a questionnaire. The new va lu es are considered more realistic
and accurate since the human factor is now reflected. Consequently, this improves the final risk assessment
when it is applied to techniques such as ORA (Ouantitative Risk Analysis). In this study, a real chemical
installation, which stores flammable products, was examined using ORA and the fuzzy modifier. The
introduction of the human factor through the fuzzy frequency modifier provided more conservative results than
!hose obtained without considering tl1is factor .
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INTRODUCTION
Evaluating the frequency of an accident is essential in risk assessment since risk is calculated by
mulliplying the frequency in which an event occurs (or will occur) by the magnitude of its probable
consequences (Casa l, 2007). The current management of human factor has been increasingly
recognized as playing a vital role in the control of risk due to the uncertainty generated by it. lt has
been widely accepted that the majority of accidents in the chem ical industry are generally attributable
lo human as well as technical factors (H SE, 2012).
The fuzzy logic methodology has the capab ility to make rational decisions in an environment of
imprecision (Zadeh, 2008) and it allows including qualitative variables, which are not cons idered by
lraditional methods. This methodology seems to be a suitable too l to integrate the human factor in risk
assessment since it is specially oriented to rationalize the uncertainty related to imprecision or
vagueness. Therefore, using fuzzy logic, the human factor is going to be introduced in the failure
frequency estimation by the development of a fuzzy frequency mod ifier

FUZZY FREQU ENCY MODIFIER
The aim of th is paper is to include the human factor into the industrial risk analysis, and this is done
lhrough the creation of a coefficient that modifies the values of the generic fa ilure frequency, based on
fuzzy logic (and hence the name of "fuzzy frequency modifier"). This modifier will vary in a range from
~ lo 1.5. This choice has been done taking into account that the HSE states that in the petrochemical
industry the accidents attributed to human error account up to 50% (HSE, 2005).
. The methodology requires different steps that are going to be explained next. The first aspect is the
identification of variables that are relevant to the system (inputs and outputs ).

ldentification of variables
A simpl e way to view human factors is to th ink about three aspects : the job, th e individuals and th e

~rganization , and how they affects people's health and safety-related behaviour (HSE , 2005). In arder
0

create the model, a selection of variables was made based on this classification . Thi s selection
considers that the overall human factor is composed of three different factors explained next.
Organizational factor: This factor refers to the cond itions provided by the company to generate a
~ate environm ent. lt takes into account three parameters : Contracting , Training and Commun ication &
eporting .
Job characteristics factor: This factor refers to the conditions that the company provide to the
~tn~loyees to perform their job . lt takes into account three parameters: Workload Management,
nv1ronmental Conditions and Safety Equ ipment.
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Personal characteristics factor: This factor re lates to th e cogn itive characteristics of the empl
0
lt depends on two parameters: Skills & Knowledge and Personal Behavi our.
Yees.
Once the variables have been identified t h ~y have to be fu zz ifi~d, whi ch means that their Val
need to be converted into fu zzy numbers. Th1s 1s known as th e fuzz1f1cat1on process and is done ~es
fu zzy sets (FS), linguistic vari abl es and membership fun ctions (M F).
using

Fuzzification
Fuzzification is the process of converting an input data into its symbolic representation by mean
a fuzzy set, using a linguistic partition of the universe of the linguistic variables by computing ~~f
membership degree of the data to each fuzzy set (Nait-Said et al. , 2008) .
e
The fuzzy sets represent linguistic values, used to define a state of a variable or an input of th
problem. In arder to include the human factor in a more comprehensive risk analysis, three linguisti~
variables were used far most of the inputs : Poor, Medium and Excellent. The concept of fuzzy sets is
strictly related to the concept of membership function. A membership function is a curve that defines
how each point in the input space is mapped to a membership value between O and 1, far the creation
of the fuzzy frequency modifier, three types of membership functions were used: Z-shape, S-shape
and n-shape.
Once the inputs and outputs have been fuzzified, they have to be connected. This is done through
the fuzzy inference system (FIS) with the use of fuzzy rules and implication and aggregation
processes.
Fuzzy lnference Process
The Mandami model is the most common inference fuzzy process (Jang, 1997) and the one used
in this study. Hence, once the inputs and outputs have been fuzzified, they have to be connected. This
is done using fuzzy rules that connect various inputs (antecedents) with one output (consequent). This
infarmation is extracted from a questionnaire replied by forty international experts. Usually it is
necessary to deal with more than one input variable and therefore the antecedents are linked one to
each other through different fuzzy operators (i.e. not, and, or). Then, from the results obtained far each
rule, an area needs to be identified . This process is known as implication and can be applied by
different methods. Finally, once the areas have been identified, they need to be joined through the
aggregation process by which fuzzy sets of the output provided by each rule are combined in one
single fuzzy set.
At the end, the process has to be inverted: from the linguistic parameter, it is necessary to obtain a
crisp numeric valu e by the defuzzification process that gives the final output, which will be the value of
the fuzzy modifier.
Defuzzification
Defuzzification is the process used to obtain a final crisp number that represents the final fuzzy
output. The most common method and the one used in this study is the centroid method (Klir and
Yuan, 1995). The resu lt of the defuzzification method will be the value of the final modifier, which will
depend on the conditions of the fuzzy sets established far a specific scenario.
CASE STUDY ANO RESULTS
In arder to test the fuzzy frequency modifier, it was applied to calculate the frequency of accidents
associated with the loss of containment events (LOCs) in a company that stores and distributes liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG). The iso-risk curves obtained with the new method were compared to the curves
obtained without considering the human factor. Using the fuzzy modifier, greater safety distances wer~
obtained, helping to reduce potential accidents. This seems logical since one of the main causes 0
accidents in the chemical industry, the human factor, has been explicitly introduced in the risk assessment.
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